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Story Line Press, United States, 2005. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand New
Book. Celebrating its 20th anniversary, Story Line Press (synonymous with the resurgence of
narrative in poetry) is proud to publish this definitive anthology.Beginning with Robert Penn Warren
s Audubon: A Vision, and Elizabeth Bishop s The Riverman, Story Hour features outstanding poems
by 67 contemporary poets.Twenty-five years ago, it was almost impossible to find in literary
magazines and book collections poems that told stories. Most poems were short lyrics or
confessional meditations that ran no more than a page or two. Since then, the return of storytelling
opened up more possibilities for a new generation of poetry. New readers were attracted to poems
that transcended the Self and offered memorable stories. The poems span more than 50 years and
include the poets who have written significant narrative, restoring it to a central position in the
canon.Contributors include: Robert Penn Warren, Elizabeth Bishop, Gwendolyn Brooks, Richard
Wilbur, Frederick Morgan, James Dickey, Anthony Hecht, Louis Simpson, Edward Field, Donald
Justice, Maxine Kumin, James Merrill, W.S. Merwin, Donald Hall, X.J. Kennedy, Anne Sexton,
Etheridge Knight, George Keithley, Nancy Willard, Dick Allen, Frank Bidart, Jared Carter, Ted
Kooser, Frederick Feirstein,...
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Reviews
I just started o looking over this ebook. It is actually loaded with wisdom and knowledge Its been developed in an remarkably simple way in fact it is
simply after i finished reading through this book where basically modified me, modify the way i believe.
-- Josie K och IV
Complete guide for publication fanatics. It is full of knowledge and wisdom You will not really feel monotony at at any time of your respective time (that's
what catalogues are for about should you question me).
-- Ar ely Da r e
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